Convert Script for Typinator

This package contains an AppleScript extension for fast and simple currency conversions with Typinator abbreviations.

Version:	3.1
Release Date:	2018-09-10
Requirements:	Typinator 7.5 or newer
Author:	Ergonis Software
Contact:	typinator-support@ergonis.com

Installation

This package contains a Convert AppleScript file that enables Typinator expansions to convert currencies.

To use the script, first install it in the Scripts folder inside the Includes folder:
To open the “Includes” folder, select any text expansion in the Typinator window, then click the {…} pop-up menu and choose Open “Includes” Folder / „Includes“-Ordner öffnen / Ouvrir le dossier “Includes”.
The Includes folder should contain a subfolder named “Scripts”. If there is no such folder, create it.
Copy the file “Convert.scpt” from this package into the Scripts folder.
We recommend that you also install the sample set: Simply double-click the “Convert Script Samples.tyset” file to add it to Typinator's set list. If warning symbols appear in the list of abbreviations, move the “Convert Script Samples” set to the top of the set list, so you can try these snippets.

IMPORTANT: How to update from an older version

Older versions of the Convert script were distributed in text format (with the file extension “applescript”), but starting with version 3.0, the Convert script is distributed in compiled form (file extension “scpt”). If you already have an older version of the Convert script in your Scripts folder, remove it before installing the new version.
If you also have a copy of the “Convert Script Samples” set, we recommend deleting the old set and installing the new version from this package.
Since the file extension has changed, you will also need to change existing invocations of the script. To find them, open the Typinator window and enter “Convert.applescript” in the search field. The numbers shown in the right column of the set list are the occurrences inside the sets. For each invocation, change “applescript” to “scpt”.

Older versions of the Convert script used Google’s conversion service, but this service is no longer publicly available. Starting with version 3.0, the Convert script therefore uses the conversion rates that are published by the European Central Bank (ECB). See the following section for more information.

How it works

On every working day around 16:00, The European Central Bank (ECB) publishes the current exchange reference rates. You can find a list of the supported currencies with the current exchange rates here:
  http://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/policy_and_exchange_rates/euro_reference_exchange_rates/html/index.en.html
The Convert script uses the XML version of the rates:
  http://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/eurofxref/eurofxref-daily.xml
Since the exchange rates are updated only once per day, the script remembers the rates and reloads them only when needed. The first invocation after 16:10 may take a bit longer, as the script needs to fetch and store the new rates, but subsequent invocations are much faster and do not require any network traffic.
This technique requires Typinator 7.5 and newer. Older versions do not yet support storing the current rates, which means that the exchange rates need to be download again and again for every invocation.

Usage

After installation, you will find the Convert script in the Scripts submenu of the {…} pop-up next to the expansion field in the Typinator window. Select the Convert item to insert a placeholder of the following format in an expansion:
	{Scripts/Convert.scpt 1 EUR USD}
When you leave it like this, the sample invocation of the script converts 1 Euro into U.S. Dollars, like this:
	1.2168
The parameters “1”, “EUR” and “USD” are just sample values that you can replace with any amount or currency codes. For a list of currency codes, invoke the script with the single parameter “codes”, like this:
	{Scripts/Convert.scpt codes}
This will produce a list of all supported currency codes. You can also use the currency symbols for the following currencies:
	€	EUR
	$	USD
	¥	JPY
	£	GBP
	฿	THB

If you have a product that costs 99.9 Dollars and you wish to compute the equivalent in Euros, replace the parameters like this:
	{Scripts/Convert.scpt 99.9 USD EUR} €
and you will get a result like:
	82.10059171597634 €
The conversion uses the current exchange rates, so you will very likely get a different result when you try this.

Monetary amounts are typically written with a fixed number of digits after the decimal point. To round the result to a desired number of decimals, you can use a calculation field (for more information on calculation fields, see Typinator's User's Guide, section “Variables, interactive input fields and calculations” in the chapter “Markers in the {...} menu”).
To display a number with two digits after the decimal point, use this notation:
	{{#number:2}}
Where “number” can be the result of a calculation, a variable, or the result of a script execution. To round the result of a conversion to a certain number of decimals, wrap the script invocation like this:
Insert {{# before the script invocation, so that it begins with {{#{Scripts/Convert…
After the closing } of the script invocation, add a colon, the desired number of decimals, and two final braces, such as :2}}.
For example, you could extend the 99.9 $ example from above like this:
	{{#{Scripts/Convert.scpt 99.9 USD EUR}:2}} €
Now, this invocations returns:
	82.10 €

The Convert script accepts asterisks (*) as parameters. Parameters marked with an asterisk are taken from the text that you typed immediately before the abbreviation. For example, consider the script invocation
	$ {{#{Scripts/Convert.scpt * JPY USD}:2}}
This invocation converts Japanese Yen to U.S. Dollars, but it takes the amount from the text immediately to the left of the abbreviation. If the abbreviation is >y$, you could write
	This costs 45.3>y$
and would get
	This costs $ 0.42

You can also replace the source or destination currencies with *. For example,
	$ {Scripts/Convert.scpt 1 * USD}
gives you the current exchange rate for an arbitrary currency in Dollars. If the abbreviation is >$, you could write “CHF>$” to get the equivalent of a Swiss Franc in Dollars: $ 1.016032064128257.

You can even use placeholders for all three parameters:
	{Scripts/Convert.scpt * * *}
In this variant, you type all three parameters and then the desired abbreviation, such as:
	5 USD THB>>>
to convert 5 Dollars into Thai Baht (157.7744904667981). The “Convert Script Samples” set contains the “>>>” item, so you can try this immediately after importing this set in Typinator.

The Convert script can be used with both commas and periods as decimal separators. The script uses the separator in the input values for the script results. Here are two examples of the >y$ script:
	12.5>y$ → $ 0.11
	12,5>y$ → $ 0,11
When the input value does not contain a decimal separator, the script uses whatever is specified in System Preferences / Language & Region.

Of course, you can use the Convert script in more elaborate expansions. For example, you can set up a complete phrase that produces a price list for various items in both Dollars and Euros.
The snippets in the “Convert Script Samples” set contain a few ideas that demonstrate the potential of the Convert scripts. The examples below show typical uses of the snippets.
>99$ shows how much a $ 99.9 product costs in Euros
		example: >99$
>$ shows the exchange rate of an arbitrary currency in Dollars.
		example: CHF>$
>>> converts an arbitrary amount from an arbitrary unit or currency into another.
		example: 1000 AUD USD>>>
>y$ converts a given amount from Japanese Yen into Dollars.
		example: 550>y$
$$ converts an arbitrary amount from an arbitrary currency into Dollars.
		example: 2.5 EUR$$
€€ converts an arbitrary amount from an arbitrary currency into Euros.
		example: 10 CHF €€
>clip$ combines the Convert script with the {clip} marker to take an amount in Euros from the clipboard and convert that into Dollars.
		example: copy 123.45 into the clipboard, then type >clip$
>typi$ produces a text fragment that lists the price of a Typinator license in Euros and Dollars. This example also shows the use of a variable assignment {{typiPrice=24.99}} and later use of the variable in two places in the expansion.
		example: >typi$
1$? shows how much a U.S. Dollar currently is in a number of other currencies.
		example: 1$?
1€? shows how much a Euro currently is in a number of other currencies.
		example: 1€?
The following items (whose abbreviations start and end with question marks) use interactive input fields (available in Typinator 5.1 and newer):
?2? asks for two currencies and displays the exchange rates in both directions. Each input field is used multiple times in this expansion; the order in the dialog window is determined by the first occurrences.
?conv? asks for an amount, a “from currency” and a “to currency” and shows the result of the conversion.
?conr? is like ?conv? but also rounds the result and asks for the number of decimals. Note that variables are used here to enforce a specific order of inputs fields.
?tab? works like 1$? and 1€?, but asks for the amount and original currency to convert into other currencies.
?bill? asks for a net amount in US$ and a tax rate and computes the tax and gross price in both US$ and €..
These interactive expansions may look complicated, but they are actually quite straightforward. Just consider that input fields, variables and calculations are enclosed in double braces like {{amount}}, whereas script invocations are enclosed in pairs of single braces. For more information, see the section “Variables, interactive input fields and calculations” in Typinator's User's Guide.
Finally, there are a few abbreviations that return information about the current ECB conversion rates:
?codes? lists the supported currency codes.
?rates? lists all current rates, relative to one Euro.
?date? shows the date on which the current rates were updated.

Implementation

If you want to write your own scripts, you can use the Convert script as a starting points that demonstrates the following techniques:
Accepting a parameter that was passed from the placeholder.
Telling Typinator which default value should appear in the placeholder.
Splitting the parameter into multiple parts.
Handling various error situations.
Converting string representations of numbers such that both period and comma are accepted as decimal separators.
Accessing the text that was typed immediately before the abbreviation.
Extracting multiple parts (numbers and unit names) from the preceding text.
Telling Typinator to “eat up” the number from the typed text before inserting the expansion.
Setting up and sending a “curl” command to send a HTTP request.
Extracting the result from XML format.
Caching downloaded values.
For further information about how to write scripts for Typinator, please visit our “Download Extras” web page and download the “Creating Typinator Scripts” package.

